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Fold a bit of card board
in Half.

fold yo piece of paper in
half.

First fold the cardboard.

then, on one half paint
the mask red.

now paint the right side
red

Paint one side of the
mask (The right one)
Red.

Paint one side Red.
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Picture 1:  fold cupboard in half 55 91

Picture 2:  draw curve 47 63

Picture 3:  cut along curve 89 95

Picture 4:  draw mouth & cut out 39 68

draw mouth or cut out 37 27

Picture 5:  draw eyes & cut out 42 71

draw eyes or cut out 47 27

Picture 6:   paint right side red 47 63

paint red or paint right side 37 32

Picture 7:  paint left side blue 46 62

paint blue or paint left side 41 32

Picture 8:  two or three features 20 55

one feature 56 34

Picture 9:
run glue stick along uncut edge 48 63

Picture 10:  two or three features 24 63

one feature 56 28

TOTAL SCORE:  13–16 21 57

9–12 43 35

5–8 26 7
0–4 10 1

Commentary

Fifty-seven percent of year 8 students gave a good to excellent descripton of how to make the mask, compared
to 21 percent of year 4 students.

first fold the piece of
cardboard (30cm x
40cm) in half.

Making a Mask

Independent Year 4 and year 8

Video showing (these) photos of a mask being made; colour photo of
completed mask; answer sheet showing (these) pictures (black and white).

This is what you need to do:

1. Watch the video which shows how to
make a mask.

2. Look at the photo of the mask.

3. Under each picture write clear instruc-
tions which tell how to make the mask
shown in the photo.

This is what is needed to make the mask
cardboard (30cm x 40cm)
coloured paper
scissors
gluestick
felt pen
paints
paintbrush

Start writing on the next page
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then, get a pair of
scissors and cut down
the line you have drawn
with your pen.

after that, draw a smiley
mouth near the bottom
of the shape you have
cut out.

then, unfold the piece of
cardboard and draw
eyes near the top of the
cardboard as shown.

& on the other half Paint
it blue.

Then get a piece of
yellow card fold and cut
as shown.

where you have folded
the the card put glue
there.

cut along that line

Cut out Where the
line is.

Cut the curve across the
paper

 draw a moon shape
pointing inward and then
cut that out

draw half a Bannana
shape on the fold and
then cut it out

Cut a mouth curvey

unfold it then draw eyes
& cut them out

Then draw the eyes
Then cut them out.

Draw some eyes for the
mash.

now paint the left side
blue

Then the other side
Blue.  Wait for paint to
dry.

Paint the other side blue

now get a piece of paper
fold it at the top & cut
strips at the rest of the
paper

Cut slits in yellow card to
make hair.

Cut some strips hanging
from paper.

now put glue at the top
bit of the paper

glue it with glue

glue the paper
to get put on
the head

& turn the mask over and
stick the card on the back
near the top. fold one strip
down one up & so forth till
you are finished.  THE
END.

now stick that at the top
of the mask

Then place the hair on
the mask do anything
you want with the hair.

And stick the hair on

next get a pen and draw
a line as shown

Draw about two cm from
the top corner which
isn’t folded to the corner
opposite it but it has to
be curved.

Draw a curved line from
the Top left corner to the
Bottom Right.

Drawing a curve
Diagnlely.


